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Introduction 

The influence of stoichiometry deviations on the behaviour of fission products 
in nuclear fuel [1] can be accounted for at several stages in a model for fission 
product release. As pointed out in the work of Dr. Grimes and co-workers [2], 
w e can include its effect on the bulk diffusion coefficient of the fission 
products. In the second stage of the release of the products from nuclear fuel, 
which is at the grain boundaries, w e can account for the fuel chemistry in 
several ways: 

* the geometry of the intergranular bubbles, more precisely their dihedral 
angle is dependent on the fuel chemistry; 

* the chemical stability of secondary phases, such as cesium uranates which 
are supposed to exist under certain circumstances, could affect the behaviour 
of fission products at or in the vicinity of the grain boundary; 

* the intergranular diffusion coefficient can vary in a similar way as the bulk 
diffusion coefficient when the local fuel chemistry changes, e.g. due to 
deviations from stoichiometry; 

* the trapping or precipitation rate^coefficient for each fission product can also 
vary with the composition in addition to the temperature; 

The present paper focuses on the trapping rate of different fission products in 
the grain boundaries of nuclear fuel. In general, reactions of point defects or 
fission products with sinks, such as or voids or dislocation loops, and 
consequently also the growth or shrinkage of these sinks, are usually described 
in terms of chemical rate equations [3]. For this purpose a rate coefficient is 
required (% or rate constant, though % is not always constant in time), for the 
description of the sink strength of each sink type involved. 

The principle concern of our investigation is the derivation of a relationship for 
the capture rate coefficient as a function of the geometrical parameters of the 
trapping centres, their grain boundary diffusion coefficient and the efficiency of 
the sinks at trapping fission products impinging on their surface. 

W e start by introducing assumptions in order to simplify the mathematical 
problem at hand. In the following section w e develop the new model for the 
rate-theory representation of diffusion controlled precipitation of point defects 
or fission products in a grain boundary and extend some of the models from the 
open literature in order to account for a varying trapping efficiency on the sink 
surface. Subsequently w e compare the predictions of the different approaches in 
steady-state or quasi steady-state conditions with various trapping conditions on 
the sink surface. Furthermore w e will establish interrelationships among the 
models and discuss their limitations and range of validity. 
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Approach 

W e have developed a model for the rate-theory representation of diffusion 
controlled precipitation of point defects (e.g. dissolved fission products) in a 
grain boundary. The approach is based on the cell model of H a m [4]. 
Subsequently, w e have compared the model with models from the open 
literature and some extensions thereof in order to account for a varying trapping 
efficiency rather than purely absorbing sink conditions: 

Isolated particles* 
Smoluchowsky theory [5,6,7] 
M e a n Field Approach [4,5,7] 
3-DmodelofKogai[10] 

Competition between sinks^ 
Cell model without source term [4] 
Cell model with source term 
Effective medium approach [8,9] 

: models based on the isolated particle principle 
:̂ models based on the competition between neighbouring sinks 

The comparison of the different expressions for the capture rate coefficient was 

made in terms of the dimensionless trapping rate coefficient %'= in 

steady-state or quasi steady-state conditions. The analysis encompasses three 
variable parameters: the trap density, their aerial coverage of the grain face ((])) 
and their efficiency at trapping fission products impinging on their surface. The 
latter is characterised by the intrinsic reaction rate coefficient (%';„) on the 
surface of the sinks. In the event of an infinite intrinsic reaction rate, the 
absorption of the fission product on collision with a sink occurs 
instantaneously. Under those circumstances the Smoluchowsky boundary 
condition (SBC), sometimes referred to as the black-sphere approximation, 
applies: 
C^(R„„;) = 0 

where C ^ corresponds to the concentration of fission products dissolved in the 
grain boundary and /?&/ represents the sink or bubble radius in the grain face. 
In the case of a finite intrinsic reaction rate w e obtain the so-called radiation 
boundary condition (RBC), corresponding to a partial reflection of the particle 

<*L,(R,;) 
flux from the reaction surface : 

<3R 
= /^(R„) 

where u is related to the intrinsic rate constant %,,, at the sink surface, which in 
turn is defined by 

<*?,(/?,;) 

t/ 
and 

^ 

H6?$ = 2^;^, 

= /^/ 

^ 

is defined as the dimensionless intrinsic rate coefficient on the sink surface. The 
R B C enables us to assess the influence of a variable intrinsic capture rate on the 
precipitation rate of fission products in grain boundaries. Such a variation of % ̂  
could result, for instance, from a modification of the local fuel chemistry. 
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Results and discussion 

W h e n the sinks operate as perfect absorbers, that is when %^„ —> °° , the 
dimensionless capture rate coefficient under steady-state or quasi steady-state 
conditions is only a function of the sink surface fraction (<))). In addition, the 
dimensionless capture rate coefficient for fission products is independent of the 
corresponding intergranular diffusion coefficient. 

The results reveal the underestimation of the capture rate coefficient of the 
trapping rate coefficient in the fission gas release model of Kogai [10] due to 
the application of a three dimensional approach to the grain boundary bubbles. 
They also exhibit the underprediction of the models based on the isolated 
particle approximation (first column in the table above) in comparison with the 
theories that account for the competition between the neighbouring sinks 
(second column in the table above). 
In the event of a variable trapping efficiency, there appears to be a critical value 
for the influence of %^„ (namely % ,n =1) especially for values of ())<50% which is 
of most practical interest. At values for ̂ ^ in excess of 1, which is believed to 
be representative for real situations, the influence is reduced significantly. 

From the results, the cell model including a source term appears to provide the 
most appropriate expression for the steady-state capture rate coefficient in a 
model for the fission product release for several reasons: 

* the model accounts for both the influence of overlapping diffusion fields and 
the source term effect. However^ the former effect is more important in 
comparison with the latter; 

* it accounts for direct capture of a fraction of the fission products reaching 
the grain boundary from the adjacent grains; 

* the cell model can account for both S B C and R B C though it is less 
insensitive to the intrinsic dimensionless rate coefficient when &',„ > 1, which 
is beneficial since this parameter is not well characterised. 

The cell model could thus be employed in the macroscopic module of the 
fission product release model in order to account for the local fuel chemistry 
and the specific characteristics of each fission product. 
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